The flexibility of short DNA fragments is studied by a Hamiltonian model which treats the inter-strand and intra-strand forces at the level of the base pair. The elastic response of a set of homogeneous helices to externally applied forces is obtained by computing the average bending angles between adjacent base pairs along the molecule axis. The ensemble averages are performed over a room temperature equilibrium distribution of base pair separations and bending fluctuations.
I. Introduction
Thermal fluctuations constantly deform the DNA molecular bonds crumpling the helix into a random coil configuration whose end-to-end distance (L e−e ) is much shorter than the overall contour length (L). Accordingly, thermal bending fluctuations are key to the DNA biological functioning as they bring together enhancers (regulatory DNA sequences to which activator proteins bind) and gene promoter regions (stretches of genome where DNA transcription factors bind) that could be even thousands of nucleotide pairs away along the molecule axis. Such long range effects [1] allow transcription processes which control gene expressions and ultimately cell differentiation [2] . While in the cell's aqueous environment the DNA coiled configuration is associated to a large conformational entropy, a transition to a stretched elastic regime [4, 79] may occur in vivo under the action of binding proteins which significantly stretch the DNA polymer chain [5, 6] .
Bending flexibility and stretching properties of single DNA molecules have been quantitatively analyzed following the development of micro-manipulation techniques and force transducers in the pico-Newton regime [7, 8] . Forces in such range permit to straighten bends and kinks in the helix due to the buffeting of the thermal bath. In fact, at the nano-scale, the room temperature thermal energy per nano-meter is, k B T /nm ∼ 4 pN.
In general, the strength of the applied force sets the length scale in the single molecule elastic response with larger forces sampling shorter scales, down to the covalent bond distance between adjacent nucleotides along the strands [9] .
Groundbreaking experiments on λ-phage DNA [10] [11] [12] have revealed a force versus extension pattern with distinct regimes. In the limit of weak applied forces, the chain extension is lower than L and DNA behaves as a linear spring whose force constant is inversely proportional both to the persistence length (l p ) and to L. By increasing the force in the intermediate regime, more work is done against the random fluctuations of the thermal bath and the DNA behavior becomes progressively non-linear.
For larger forces, L e−e gets of order of L, chemical changes intervene in the molecule backbone and the chain elastic response should include the enthalpic compliance through a finite stretch modulus. At ∼ 65 pN the molecule elongates abruptly from a length of ∼ 1.1 L to ∼ 1.7 L in a very narrow force range displaying a plateau in the force-extension relation which is the peculiar feature of a cooperative over-stretching transition. Importantly, the latter is observed at ∼ 65 pN if the experimental set-up allows the λ-phage molecule to untwist while being stretched. On the other hand, once both ends of the two complementary strands are anchored such as the molecule is torsionally constrained [13, 14] , the sudden elongation is shifted at higher forces, namely it shows up above ∼ 100 pN [15] . While it is still debated whether the mechanically over-stretched λ-molecules transform into a structurally different S-DNA or simply melt in two separate strands [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , it is recognized that in the small and intermediate regime, up to applied forces of ∼ 10 pN, the extension data are well described by Worm-like-Chain (WLC) elastic models [21] . Importantly, it is pointed out that λ-molecules are sufficiently long, L = 16.4 µm, to fulfill the key assumption for the application of the WLC approach that is, l p ≪ L, with l p being typically of ∼ 50 nm in DNA although intrinsic values of ∼ 40 nm have also been reported [22] .
Instead, for short fragments with L in the range of only a few tens of base pairs (bps), recent advances in experimental methods have permitted to characterize physical properties which challenge the view of the WLC model. DNA cyclization measurements using both the ligase protein assays [23] and, more recently, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay [24, 25] have delivered J-factors which are several orders of magnitude larger than predicted by the conventional WLC model [26] . Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements of mean and variance of L e−e have been explained in terms of soft stretching modes which cooperatively involve bps over two helix turns [27] . These results have been corroborated by molecular dynamics simulations which find a softening by almost one order of magnitude in the stretching modulus of a 56-mer mainly ascribed to end effects [28] . Also combined FRET measurements of L e−e and SAXS measurements of the radius of gyration for a set of sequences with 15 − 89 bps [29] point to a remarkable chain flexibility, possibly due to the occurrence of single base pair breaking, and are consistent with a substantially lower l p than the typical value.
While extensions of the WLC model have also been proposed to interpret the controversial results of all these measurements [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , there is growing consensus that short DNA fragments may indeed display large bending fluctuations and persistence lengths which are significantly smaller than those traditionally estimated for long molecules. Thus, the overall picture emerging from a body of experimental and theoretical work is that the DNA elastic properties vary with the molecule size and that an intrinsic flexibility emerges at those length scales relevant to biological processes such as regulation of protein binding and formation of nucleosomes whose basic unit is indeed a fragment of 147 bps.
Certainly a comprehension of the DNA phenomenology at such short scales requires a characterization of the model based on the intermolecular forces which are instead coarse grained in the standard WLC approach. This in fact considers the DNA molecule as a flexible chain, inextensible along its contour, whereby the orientational correlation function between distant segments decays exponentially over the characteristic l W LC p which amounts to a length of ∼ 150 bps along the stack. Here we propose a method that treats the DNA molecule at the level of the base pair and calculates the chain bending deformations by a mesoscopic Hamiltonian which includes the hydrogen bonds between complementary strands and the stacking interactions along the molecule backbone. The latter bear dependence on both the helix twisting and the bending angles between adjacent bps. Performing ensemble averages over equilibrium distributions of base pair fluctuations we obtain quantitative estimates for experimentally accessible quantities such as L e−e and l p for a set of DNA molecules in terms of the input parameters of the mesoscopic potential. While method and model are general and can be applied to any heterogeneous sequence, we focus here on a set of homogeneous chains highlighting the effects of their length.
The model contains a tunable external force which perturbs the molecule by coupling to the specific sites along the stack. Assuming a initial fully stretched configuration, L e−e = L, we introduce a small force which induces the elastic response of the molecule dominated by random bending due to thermal fluctuations. Accordingly L e−e gets smaller than L in the weak force regime. This occurs as long as the applied force becomes sufficiently strong to overcome the contraction due to the intrinsic entropic term. At this stage the molecule begins to stretch, L e−e grows as a function of the external force and eventually tends to the contour length value. It is shown that the length of the chain critically affects the response to the external field hence, the transition between entropic regime and intermediate force regime in which the molecule stretches. Thus, simulating various force profiles acting at the base pair level, we establish quantitative relations between applied strengths and molecule macroscopic properties as a function of the chain length. In this context, the reduced l p values found for short molecules are interpreted as a consequence of the contractile forces and are consistent with the presence of large bending fluctuations between adjacent bps. The results of our discrete method are compared with the predictions of the WLC model while a non strict comparison is given with the experimental data available for a short sequence in the range of those here considered. The large forces regime in which rise distance and DNA structure are altered is not investigated in this work.
In Section II, we describe the geometrical model for the DNA molecule whose axis is subject to the action of the intrinsic contractile force and of the applied forces. The mesoscopic Hamiltonian is proposed in Section III while the method to compute the average bending angles between the base pair planes is explained in Section IV. The general relations between end-to-end distance and persistence length are reported in Section V. The obtained results are discussed in Section VI and some final remarks are made in Section VII.
II. Helix with Entropic Forces
The basic representation for a double stranded chain is based on a ladder model as shown in Fig. 1 and define the relative distance r i = r (2) i − r (1) i . We observe that: i) also in-phase vibrations of different amplitudes may contribute to r i shifting the base pair out of the stack. ii) r i may shrink with respect to R 0 but too large contractions are prevented by the strands electrostatic repulsion.
Next, we go beyond the ladder model and admit that the radial displacements r i and r i−1 along the stack are bent by the angle φ i , shown in Fig. 1(b) , which is an integration variable of our model. In general, the r i 's are not constrained to the sheet plane: adjacent r i−1 and r i along the stack are in fact twisted by an angle θ i (not drawn) lying on a plane normal to the sheet [36] . For the i − th base pair, the torsional angle is given by, θ i = (i − 1)θ + θ S , with θ = 2π/h and h is the helical repeat, i.e., the number of bps per helix turn. The standard value measured for instance in covalently closed DNA in solution is h ∼ 10 [37] .
More generally, one may release the torsional constraint and consider h as a variable to be (1) determined by free energy minimization [38] for any value of the applied force. This would describe the twist-stretch coupling effect for short chains. As θ S is the twist of the first base pair along the stack, a sum over θ S 's is included in the partition function to allow for a distribution of possible bps orientations.
Thus our model is essentially made by N − 1 segments connecting the O i 's which are arranged as beads along the central helical axis. For any O i , there is a base pair distance r i which independently fluctuates on the plane (normal to the sheet) containing the average helix diameter, drawn by the (red) long-dashed line in Fig. 1(b) . Furthermore, adjacent r i 's along the stack are twisted by a variable θ i and bent by a variable φ i accounting for the rotational degrees of freedom.
Note that the O i 's are always pinned to the sheet plane despite the presence of the twist degree of freedom. This property ensures that, once the short fragments form a loop, the writhe of that circular molecule is zero [39] [40] [41] . Accordingly the model can be extended to study also the J-factors of short fragments by imposing suitable boundary conditions. While the cyclization probabilities are expected to decrease by shortening the molecule length, the entropic forces may substantially bend even short linear chains. As represented in Fig. 2(a) for a chain with N beads, the first bond is assumed to be aligned along a reference z-axis, the successive bonds connecting the beads are bent by φ i 's and the last (N − 1) bond makes an angle π with respect to the z-axis. The applied force F C is constant. In general, in very short chains, the overall bending angle may be smaller than π as depicted in Fig. 2 
(b).
Moreover, the external forces may not be constant throughout the chain. For instance, by F A (i) we simulate a force which is maximum at the chain ends whereas F B (i)) is maximum at the center of the molecule. These different scenarios are compared in the calculations presented in Section V.
III. Hamiltonian Model
Formally our physical picture, for an open ends molecule with finite helical radius and base pairs with reduced mass µ, is described by the Hamiltonian:
Every base pair in the chain (except the two end sites) interacts with its two adjacent neighbors. As only the first site, i = 1, lacks the preceding base pair along the chain, its kinetic term and one particle potential have been treated separately by defining
Moreover, the first site is coupled to the second one via the
The one particle potential, V 1 [r i ], is made of two contributions: Fluctuations in the base pair separations may reduce the distance r i between complementary strands to values smaller than R 0 , a case also contemplated at some sites in Fig. 1 
(b).
However, such reduction is limited by the hard core electrostatic repulsion due to the nega-tively charged phosphate groups. To comply with this physical requirement, the numerical code discards r i such that, |r i | − R 0 < − ln 2/b i which would deliver a repulsive energy larger
In heterogeneous chains, Adenine-Thymine bps can be broken more easily by thermal fluctuations and undergo larger stretching vibrations than Guanine-Cytosine bps [42, 43] .
Thus, in general, the Morse parameter should satisfy the following inequalities: D AT < D GC and b AT < b GC although substantial variations regarding their values have been reported [44] [45] [46] [47] . While the mesoscopic model in Eq. (1) can be applied to study sequence specificities [48] , the present investigations essentially focuses on length scale effects. Accordingly, the molecules are assumed as homogeneous. The input parameters D i and b i are set to yield a free energy per base pair in line with the experimental data [49, 50] , i.e., D i = 60 meV and
(2) The solvent potential, V Sol [r i ], accounts for the fact that DNA is immersed in water and its physical properties depend on the salt concentration [51] [52] [53] . Then, the molecules stability can be empirically related to the f s parameter [54] . As a main effect, the solvent potential enhances by f s D i (with respect to the Morse plateau) the height of the energy barrier above which the base pair dissociates. Thus, the full one particle potential,
, shows a hump whose width is tuned by l s . This length defines the range within which V Sol is superimposed to the plateau of the Morse potential. See e.g., refs. [36, 55] for a broader discussion of the solvent effects.
The constant force F C in Fig. 2 (a) and the site dependent forces F J (i) (J = A, B)
in Fig. 2(b) , are coupled to the intra-strand bonds whose modulus, i.e. the rise distance, is taken constant as the forces hereafter discussed are in the weak to intermediate range. Beyond these nonlinear properties, V 2 also incorporates the angular degrees of freedom of the helicoidal model. In this regard, our stacking potential is more complex than the usual elastic terms assumed in WLC models [62] . While the specific V 2 chosen in Eq. (1) has robust physical motivation, it is remarked that different potentials may be taken e.g., with the purpose to ensure the finiteness of the intra-strand stacking also for large inter-strand separation [63] . This requirement is fulfilled by truncating the phase space available to the base pair separations as described in the next Section.
Importantly, our computational technique has the advantage to tackle the divergence of the partition function for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), encountered e.g., in transfer integral techniques [64] . Such problem arises from the fact that the one-particle potential is bounded for r i → ∞. Then, if all r i 's are equal (translational mode) and infinitely large, the twoparticles potential vanishes while H remains finite hence the partition function diverges. This zero mode cannot be removed via standard techniques [65] due to the lack of translational invariance caused by the on-site potential.
IV. Method
The idea underlying our method is that the base pair separations can be mapped onto the time axis, r i → |r i (τ )|, so that the distance between the base pair mates is a trajectory depending on the imaginary time τ = it, with t being the real time for the evolution amplitude within the time interval, t b − t a .
The theoretical grounds of the method lie in the analytic continuation of the quantum mechanical partition function to the imaginary time axis which, in general, permits to obtain the quantum statistical partition function [66] . Accordingly τ varies in a range τ b − τ a whose amplitude is set by the inverse temperature β and the partition function is written as an integral over closed trajectories, ( r i (0) = r i (β) ), running along the τ -axis. While the imaginary time formalism is widely used in semi-classical methods for the solution of quantum statistical problems [67] , it can also be extended to treat the room temperature classical ensemble of DNA molecules as extensively described in refs. [68] . The main features of the method are hereafter outlined.
As a consequence of the τ -closure condition, the r i (τ ) are expanded in Fourier series around R 0 :
Accordingly the integration measure Dr i is defined over the space of the Fourier coefficients:
where λ cl is the classical thermal wavelength and Λ T is the temperature dependent cutoff.
The expansion in Eq. (2) generates a large ensemble of trajectories for any base pair. Say over an equilibrium distribution of states. The latter have to fulfill the physical requirements described in Section III. Thus our numerical program selects, at any T , an ensemble of base pair trajectories which are both consistent with the model potential constraints and in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics [36] .
Moreover, the measure in Eq. (3) normalizes the kinetic term in the action [69] , i.e.:
This condition holds for any µ hence, the free energy does not depend on µ as expected for a classical system. Peculiar to the method is also the fact that, through Eqs. (3), (4), we precisely determine the cutoffs Λ T in the multiple integrations over the Fourier coefficients [70] thus avoiding those indeterminacies encountered in the transfer integral methods.
Moreover, through the T -dependent cutoffs, the present method builds base pair amplitudes which are growing function of temperature in agreement with general expectations [71] .
Using Eq. (3) and consistently with the notation for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), we can write the partition function Z N for the ensemble of molecules with N bps: This is evaluated by computation of the ensemble average for the bending angles, over an equilibrium distribution of base pair states, defined by:
As depicted in Figs. 2, the first segment is aligned along the z-axis, i.e., < φ 1 >= 0. For each j-segment, the average angle is computed by summing over fluctuations in a range of width φ M = π/2 centered on the average angle for the preceding segment, that is < φ j−1 >.
It follows that, for any distant k− and j−th bps of the chain, the relative average bending is calculated as
Eqs. (6), (7) b) The ensemble averages are performed by integrating both over a range of bending angles and, importantly, over a distribution of r i 's. However, from Eqs. (3) and (6), it appears that our method deals with base pair separations and angular degrees of freedom on a different footing. While the r i 's are Fourier expanded and a multiple integration with T -dependent cutoff is performed, the angular variables are integrated out in a conventional way. In fact, at the present stage there is not enough knowledge regarding the temperature dependence of the bending angles to justify a computationally time consuming approach such to incorporate also a T -dependent cutoff on the bending fluctuations.
c) The < φ j > also depend on the twist angles distribution through the sum over θ S .
While in the following calculations the helical repeat that is, the twist between adjacent bps, is set to a constant value, the method can also account for the more general case in which h is a variable. This holds whenever the helix (un)twisting is coupled to the stretching/bending of the molecular axis as in the experimental configuration discussed in the Introduction.
V. End-to-End Distance and Persistence Length
To analyze the flexibility of short DNA fragments we set out to calculate the mean square end-to-end distance for a chain with N − 1 segments shown in Figs. 2. A picture is adopted in which the contour length is L = (N − 1)d whereas one may more precisely take L = N i=2 | < r i > − < r i−1 > |, with the base pair distances given in Fig. 1(b) . This latter choice is however not essential to our purpose of studying the interplay between applied forces and bendability as a function of N. Furthermore, the contour length is known to depend essentially on the stretching rigidity of the chain [73] which is taken constant in this work. Then we assume that the base pair separations only contribute through the ensemble averages in Eq. (6) and consistently define the end-to-end vector,
where the average angles are computed as described in the previous Section.
In general the correlation between distant segments, depending on the sequence specificities and on those intermolecular forces which shape the polymer structure [74] , are lost because of thermal fluctuations or specific interactions with the solvent molecules [75] . As for homogeneous sequences the chain directionality can be neglected, two segments are correlated over the distance spanned by 2k consecutive segments such that
Such correlation distance is quantitatively determined by the site dependent persistence length [76] :
and, from Eqs. (8), (9), one gets the formula
relating the mean-square end-to-end separation to the average over all the local persistence lengths. Hence l p , which measures the polymer stiffness, is determined through the statistics of L 2 e−e . Eq. (10) holds for any linear chain with orientational correlation and reduces to the freely jointed chain result when l p (i) = d [77] . Then, the chain with discrete bonds has an intrinsic stiffness, even in the absence of stacking interactions.
Moreover, note that: a) Our definition refers to the total persistence length whereby we do not separate the electrostatic contribution from the intrinsic one as instead it is done in models which treat DNA as a charged polyelectrolyte and focus on the salt dependence of the persistence length [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Nevertheless our model can account for Coulomb repulsions due to negatively charged strands through the effective Morse potential parameters and for the screening effects arising from metal ions in solution through the solvent potential parameters as described in Section III.
b) l p (i) is written in terms of the vectors d i connecting the centers of adjacent base pairs.
However it may be also defined using the vectors normal to the base pair planes [84] . As the d i are taken normal to the base pair planes (see Fig. 1(b) ), any ambiguity regarding the definition of l p (i) is ruled out in this regard. The sum in Eq. (9) is truncated at the chain end no matter whether the correlation function has decayed to zero or not. In general end effects are less important the longer the molecule then, in chains with large N, one expects < cos φ i,j >∼ 0 for most sites before j gets of order N. Accordingly, one posits an exponential decay for the correlation function,
where the characteristic length scale A may be in principle different from the microscopic definition for l p in Eqs. (9), (10) .
The same idea of an exponential decay underlies the WLC model which provides a coarse grained description for the polymer as a continuous chain [86] . Assuming that the contour length L remains finite whereas N → ∞, then d becomes infinitesimally small and the sums in Eq. (8) transform into integrals. Accordingly L 2 e−e becomes:
where s, s ′ are the arc length variables along the inextensible chain and l
W LC p
is the WLC persistence length [87] . After computing the end-to-end-distances with Eqs. (6), (8) [88, 89] which measures the global size of a polymer and can be experimentally assessed by small-angle x-ray scattering.
VI. Results and Discussion
First we test our computational method by simulating a force profile F A (i), see Fig. 3 , which linearly increases from the center to the chain ends:
The ratio L e−e /L is plotted in Fig. 3(a) for four homogeneous chains with N = 60, 80, 100, 120 as a function of F C , i.e., the maximum F A (i) at the chain ends. Also the end-to-end contractions per base pair are plotted in the inset. All chains are initially aligned along the z-axis in the absence of forces. Weak applied forces cannot balance the disordering action of contractile forces, accordingly, L e−e /L < 1 in the weak forces regime. Instead, when a sufficiently high F C is applied, a distinctive upturn shows up and the ratio begins to grow versus F C . Some striking differences among the chains appear: 1) the endto-end contraction is more pronounced for larger N consistently with the expectation that entropic forces are more effective in longer sequences. 2) the upturn shifts at larger F C by decreasing N: shorter chains can also be bent by thermal fluctuations but larger forces are required to straighten the bonds due to the fact that the stiffness increases by decreasing N.
The average persistence lengths for the profile F A (i) are shown in Fig. 3(b) together with the normalized values in the inset. While shorter chains have lower l p in the weak forces regime consistently with the definitions in Eqs. (9), (10) , all l p 's become comparable within a window of forces and eventually grow once the applied forces are large enough to straighten the chains. Interestingly, a somewhat different trend is found for the normalized l p 's which display larger values for shorter chains in the weak forces regime, signaling that an intrinsic stiffness exists at short length scales in accordance with the results in Fig. 3(a) .
Also the average bending angles, obtained from Eq. (6) with the applied force F A (i), are displayed in Fig. 4 for the four chains. Precisely, the cumulative average angle with respect to the z-axis (marked by the red arrows in Figs. 2) ) is plotted versus the base pair site. The chosen F C = 7.4 pN corresponds to the minimum L e−e /L for the chain with N = 120 in Fig. 3(a) . For all other chains, that value belongs to the range of weak applied forces in which the entropic forces are dominant. The N = 120 chain is substantially bent by the contractile forces as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Accordingly, we find that the last 20 bps bonds along the chain make an average angle ∼ π with respect to the first bond. By reducing the chain length, the number of bps bonds bent by large angles becomes smaller and, for the N = 80 chain, only the last bond is bent by π with respect to the z-axis, namely the case depicted in Fig. 2(a) . As for the N = 60 chain, although no base pair bond attains the maximum angle, most of the bending is ascribed to the last ten bonds along the sequence, i.e. between the 50 -th and 60 -th base pair step. Then we find that, although the chain bendability decreases below N ∼ 100, shorter DNA chains still maintain a considerable flexibility with the stronger bending stemming from the unconstrained chain end of our
model. This appears consistent with the results of molecular dynamics and Monte-Carlo simulations for a set of very short sequences [73] pointing to an enhanced flexibility due to six base pairs at each chain end.
Next we check to which extent the analysis presented so far depends on the specific choice of the applied force F A (i). Alternatively, we take a force F B (i) whose intensity decreases from the maximum F C at the chain center to the zero at the chain ends, i.e.:
and a force which is constant throughout the chain with value F C . This latter case is the one usually assumed to model the force-extension behavior and interpret the experiments.
We focus on the shortest among the chains of our set. For the N = 60 chain, the l p and L e−e 's obtained from Eq. (10) with the profiles F A (i), F B (i) and constant F C are compared in Fig. 5(a) . Essentially it is found that:
1) weak applied forces induce the molecule elastic response which, however, strongly depends on the force intensity at the specific base pair sites. In fact, relatively larger forces applied at the chain center (F B (i)), reduce l p with respect to F A (i). This is explained by noticing that the segments at the chain ends have anyway less spatial constraints than those in the center, for any applied force. Hence l p is more significantly reduced and the global flexibility is increased by perturbing the chain center, that makes the stiffer part of the molecule.
2) Remaining in the weak forces regime, i.e. below ∼ 7 pN, a constant F C along the chain further reduces l p which quickly drops from the Nd/2 value associated to the fully stretched conformation. However, above ∼ 7 pN, the applied force is strong enough to stretch the chain and l p grows. In this intermediate force regime, l p grows more quickly under the effect of a uniform F C . Instead, for the profiles F B (i) and F A (i), the molecule stretching begins at respectively larger forces. Thus, the transition between weak forces regime (with decreasing Altogether, we conclude that the use of Eq. (11) overestimates l W LC p as already noted also for longer sequences [83] . Moreover, the l W LC p 's here derived show a significant variation with F C at variance with the WLC model itself whose persistence length is almost independent of the applied force [91] .
Also the persistence length derived from the measured radius of gyration, R g ∼ 60Å, for a N = 66 chain [29] , is shown in Fig. 5(b) (red dashed line) . In order to fit R g , we use the WLC relation [92] , (R ∼ 391Å which is lower than the length (450Å) obtained in ref. [73] from the experimental R g of ref. [29] . It is however found that l By increasing N, the transition between decreasing and increasing l p 's shifts at lower forces as already pointed out in Fig. 3(b) for the profile F A (i). The trend, albeit more pronounced, is found for the profile F B (i) and mostly for a uniform F C as shown, for N = 120 in Fig. 6 where the normalized end-to-end distances and persistence lengths are drawn. Also the plots for the N = 200 chain with uniform F C are reported.
The force-extension behavior with L e−e growing as a function of the applied force, is recovered from F C ∼ 3.3pN (N = 120) and F C ∼ 1.6pN (N = 200) upwards. It is thus expected that for longer chains (in the kilo-bps range) than those considered here, the usual mechanical response of the entropic elastic regime begins at weaker stretching perturbations and also F C of order ∼ 0.1 pN or lower can produce some extension of the molecule.
Eventually, noticing that the persistence length defined by the discrete model varies with the applied force, the question arises as to weather such quantity can provide a realistic measure of the overall stiffness of the chain. On the base of the presented calculations, we propose that a stiffness indicator can be extracted from the minimum values in the l p 's plots, marked in Fig. 6 for two chains. In fact, the minima correspond to the most bent chains configuration under the contractile effect of the entropic forces, as visualized in the upper panel.
VII. Conclusions
We have studied the flexibility of short chains with N base pairs by computing the average bending angles between adjacent base pairs along the molecule backbone. The calculation is based on a mesoscopic Hamiltonian that models both the inter-strand forces with hydrogen bonds between the base pair mates and the intra-strand forces between stacked base pairs, also depending on the rotational degrees of freedom. Thus, experimentally accessible quantities such as end-to-end distance and persistence length are related to the effective parameters of the potential in a discrete model which treats the chain at the level of the base pair, it includes the effects of the solvent and allows for kinks formation due to large bending fluctuations between neighbor base pairs along the stack. While the proposed approach is general enough to be applied to any heterogeneous sequence in solution, we have considered in this paper a set of short homogeneous fragments to focus on the interplay between chain bendability and its length.
The ensemble averages for the bending angles are performed by an integration over a large distribution of base pair configurations which guarantees the thermodynamic equilibrium of the system and accounts for the thermal fluctuations of the base pair separations. This feature also permits to investigate the chain flexibility as a function of temperature, a subject which is left for a future work. Here we have studied, at room temperature, the chain elastic response to an applied mechanical stretching represented both by forces whose intensity varies along the chain and by a constant force field as usually taken in force-extension analysis. Importantly, the study has been limited to a regime of weak and intermediate forces on the pico-Newton scale consistent with the assumption that rise distance and structure of the molecule are not deformed. Moreover, our calculation applies to torsionally constrained chains as the helical repeat of the molecule, i.e. the twist angle, is taken as constant.
This constraint may be removed in a separate study by determining, for any applied force, the specific twist conformation which minimizes the free energy of the chain, albeit at the expense of a much longer computational time.
Assuming that in the absence of external forces the short molecule is stretched, i.e., the end-to-end distance is equal to the contour length, we have shown that under the action of a weak perturbation the chain response is dominated by thermal bending fluctuations which contract L e−e down to a minimum value. By enhancing the applied force over a certain threshold, the bonds along the molecule backbone are progressively straightened and L e−e grows as a function of the force. Interestingly, the value of the threshold depends on the type of applied force and, for a specific profile e.g., F A (i) in Fig. 3(a) or a uniform force in Fig. 6 , the threshold shifts upwards by decreasing the chain length. This is physically understood by observing that, once the molecules are in the entropically favored bent conformation, larger forces are required to align the bonds of shorter chains which are intrinsically stiffer. This interpretation may seem at variance with the displayed persistence lengths which are indeed higher for longer chains. However, the apparent contradiction is solved upon noticing that the calculated l p 's are averaged over the site dependent persistence lengths of our discrete model and, for the stretched configuration without applied forces, are proportional to N.
Once the l p 's are normalized over the contour length L, the trend is in fact reversed and the ratios l p /L of the bent conformations are higher for shorter chains (see inset in Fig. 3(b) ) confirming that the latter have an enhanced stiffness per base pair. Notwithstanding, the predicted l p 's are significantly smaller than those estimated for long DNA molecules through the worm-like-chain model and even smaller than the value experimentally obtained for a short chain with comparable number of base pairs. In this regard we have discussed the possible sources of these discrepancies and pointed out that the WLC formulas, relating the persistence length to the end-to-end distance and to the radius of gyration respectively, yield overestimated values with respect to the discrete model. The fact remains that several ways to estimate the persistence length appear in the literature and this contributes to contrasting outcomes.
Altogether our results are in line with a body of recent studies which have emphasized the remarkable flexibility of DNA on short length scales although more extensive simulations and stricter comparisons with experiments on the same fragments are necessary to elucidate these questions.
